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Emojis and the Neoliberal Coding of Diversity: A 
Monocultural Multiculturalism

_Abstract

This article focuses on the representation of ethnic diversity in multicultural emojis. 
Multicultural emojis are interpreted in this study as a neoliberal representation of di-
versity that has reincorporated white supremacist ideology traits, namely color clas-
sification, and the Vitruvian Man body design. Thus, I argue that multicultural emo-
jis  primarily  reflect  a  typical  Western  worldview  which  supports  a  Eurocentric 
monoculturalism. Multicultural emojis can, therefore, be interpreted as serving as a 
set of body depictions whose façade shows diversity while keeping the privilege of 
the Caucasian body at its core. In the context of this article, code refers to both for-
mulation in the form of symbols and signs, and the signs and signals of communica-
tion. The neoliberal coding of the human body, then, highlights how the human body 
is translated into neoliberal signals or symbols. Neoliberalism values a global market 
and embraces diversity within this rationale. I argue that instead of trying to elimi-
nate racism by valuing diverse identities equally, neoliberalism lays the ground for 
the assimilation of diversity into the Western model  of subjectivity, which,  at  its 
best, offers partial and biased perspectives. 

To discuss my point, I investigate two visual codes of multicultural emojis: color 
categorization and the Vitruvian Man body template. I propose that different ethnici-
ties are displayed in emojis through a Jim Crow-type segregative mindset, which de-
fines identity as ‘color.’ At the heart of this thinking, one can find the association of 
‘whiteness’ with pureness, and ‘blackness’ with evilness. Second, the body template 
in multicultural emojis is limited to a Western body-drawing tradition rooted in the 
sketches of the Vitruvian Man; an illustration that has traditionally represented the 
Caucasian body model against whose proportions the body of others should be mea-
sured and considered normal/abnormal. 

1_Preface

This paper views multicultural emojis1 as neoliberal representations of diversity that 

have repackaged white supremacist ideas. The codes employed in representing diver-

sity in multicultural emojis reflect a typical Western viewpoint that promotes a Euro-

centric monoculturalism,  even though they are meant to symbolize diversity.  Few 

studies have examined emojis’s function as a neoliberal visual advocate. Luke Stark 

and Kate Crawford suggest that emojis give us “a visual vocabulary for the neoliberal 

digital everyday.”2 Along the same line, Phillip Seargeant proposes, “[e]moji are the 

perfect  manifestation  of  a  communications  system  tailor-made  for  the  neoliberal 

times in which we live.”3 More specifically, regarding the representation of ethnic di-

versity in emojis, the subject under the examination of this paper, Miriam Sweeney 

and Kelsea Whaley write: 
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Race as a system is wholly obscured and subsumed under a celebratory model of 
“difference” and as a neoliberal opportunity for user expression. This approach 
mirrors other kinds of white liberal interventions to racism that rely on “addi-
tive” models within existing structures (equality), rather than offering an epis-
temic challenge to (or reorganizing of) the structure itself as status quo (justice).4

By way of Michel Foucault, I suggest that the images of multicultural emojis are 

formed through the neoliberal discourse that considers the Western subject as the cen-

tral core of its values and postulates the superiority of the Caucasian body. Foucault 

analyzes processes that shape human subjectivity and investigates how various insti-

tutions and behaviors defined what it meant to be human. In the case of emojis, we 

can regard the Unicode consortium as the primary institution that standardizes emojis, 

and several independent tech companies—such as Apple, and Samsung—as institu-

tions that make use of the standard by generating their own emoji designs. Despite the 

differences in their platform-specific emojis, one can see certain similarities in their 

approach to presenting images of diverse human bodies. Through designing emojis of 

various types of humans and identities,  those technological  institutions,  in a Fou-

cauldian sense, define and represent what it means to be a ‘universal’ human subject 

in our neoliberal time. 

Current emoji literature suggests that emojis alone are unreadable without context5. 

Using Foucault’s notion of intertextuality, I argue that the opposite is true. Intertextu-

ality “refers to the way that the meanings of any discursive image or text depend not 

only on that one text or image, but also on the meanings carried by other images and 

texts.”6 Investigating visual codes in multicultural emojis, according to the concept of 

intertextuality, is exploring the chain of meanings that those codes trigger. Here, I 

have in mind Foucault’s idea of “systems of dispersion” and “discursive formation,” 

which points out “an order in […] successive appearance.”7 As Foucault suggests, 

[w]henever one can describe, between a number of statements, […] between ob-
jects, types of statement, concepts, or thematic choices, one can define a regular-
ity (an order, correlations, positions and functionings, transformations), we will 
say, for the sake of convenience, that we are dealing with a discursive forma-
tion.8

In this  article,  I  will  shed light  on how multicultural  emojis’ visual  codes  are 

formed through the white supremacy discourse. My focus is on emojis’ “image itself” 

to see how “specific views or accounts are constructed as real or truthful or natural.”9 

Following a somewhat slim body of research in the field,10 I investigate how the main 

visual elements engaged in the final images of emojis communicate certain doctrines 
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and values. Because of this, I have also incorporated Meta avatars, Memoji, Bitmoji, 

and AR emojis into my discussion.11 That is not to disregard the digital contexts and 

processes that generate those different images. But to emphasize that the ‘final pic-

tures’ share the same codes in their diversity representation: color categorization and 

the human body template. 

The order of argument in this paper is as follows. First, a brief account of the mul-

ticultural emoji’s history will be given. Second, I look at neoliberalism and, specifi-

cally, neoliberal globalization as the discursive force that shapes emoji images. Third, 

I discuss a neoliberal goal that could be read into emoji’s diversity coding. As I argue, 

the peaceful incorporation of diverse identities into the realm of accepted and norma-

tive global market actors can be seen as one neoliberal purpose engaged in the gener-

ation of multicultural emojis. This purpose parallels a disregard for the macro-struc-

ture struggles of non-Caucasian human subjects and stresses individual strive as the 

only factor of human success and prosperity. 

2_Multicultural Emojis

In the 1990s, when the internet was at its primary development stages among the pub-

lic, chatroom conversations were dominated by emoticons such as :-), :-(, and B-). 

This relatively new way of interacting highlighted an underlying fact: users tend to 

convey  their  emotions  even  though  their  bodies  are  absent.  ‘;-)’ for  sarcasm,  or 

‘¯_(ツ)_/¯’ for ambivalence, and ‘:-)’ for jokes were among examples of such usages. 

In 1999, a Japanese artist, Shigetaka Kurita, created the first set of emojis, “a digital 

image that is added to a message in electronic communication in order to express a 

particular idea or feeling.”12 The creation of emojis was part of an attempt to develop 

DoCoMo’s13 early mobile internet platform, ‘i-mode.’14 Shigetaka Kurita sketched a 

set of 12×12-pixel images that were selectable from a grid in the ‘i-mode’ interface to 

facilitate speaking in images instead of words. Emojis quickly found their place in 

Japan’s popular culture. 

Emojis’ success in Japan made other international technology companies consider 

them as an opportunity in online communications. In 2007, Google started petitioning 

to make emojis officially recognized by the Unicode Consortium, a non-profit organi-

zation that maintains the standards for text across computer platforms. The accep-

tance of this proposal by the Unicode Consortium in 2010 marks the commencement 
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of emojis surfing at  a global level.  In 2011, the first  official  emoji  keyboard was 

added to iOS by Apple, and two years later, Android followed suit. On April 8, 2015, 

in conjunction with Unicode, Apple released the iOS 8.3 update as the first version in-

cluding ‘emoji modifiers’ which features a customizable skin tone for emojis. The 

same feature was released by Google’s Android 7.0 on August 22, 2016. Thereafter, 

the diversifying trend has been followed by Unicode and its technology giant mem-

bers. Emojis of female professionals, people with hijab and turban, gender-neutral 

characters, and people with disability were among later updates. 

Fig. 1: Examples of multicultural emojis from Emojipedia.org15 

Along with the traditional icons of emojis, technology companies appropriated the 

word ‘emoji’ to release their branded visualization software foregrounding a more 

semi-realistic body representation in online communications. In July 2016, Snapchat 

released Bitmoji16, an “app that lets users create cartoon avatars that looks [sic!] like 

themselves.”17 Samsung released AR Emoji (augmented reality emoji) on March 16, 

2018, for users with Galaxy S9 and S9+ smartphones.18 According to Samsung, “[t]he 

AR Emojis use deep learning and facial recognition technology to map more than 100 

facial features to produce a 3D replica, allowing users to create fun, customized mes-

sages.”19 Apple’s Memoji was released with iOS 12, on September 17, 2018, allowing 

users “to create an animated avatar of themselves.”20 Memoji21 is customizable with 

users’ “skin color, hairstyle, freckles, glasses, and many other features.”22 The latest 

visual trend of this sort is the Meta avatar23 which was introduced in 2022 with the 

slogan, “Be Uniquely You.”24

Although Bitmoji, Memoji, AR Emoji, and Meta avatars are different from emojis 

in projecting a more semi-realistic representation of users, they share significant simi-

larities in representing the human body and displaying different ethnicities. They all 
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follow the same path in their visual regime in picturing diversity which is, I argue, a 

function of neoliberal multiculturalism. Neoliberal multiculturalism as “the signifying 

systems and cultural repertoires that produce and fix the meaning of human bodies 

and  human  groups,”25 is  portrayed  in  multicultural  emojis  through  two  principal 

codes: color categorization and the Vitruvian Man body template. As a result, multi-

cultural emojis are the visual articulation of the neoliberal discourse whose façade is 

designed to show diversity but whose core structure advocate for the privilege of the 

Caucasian body. 

3_Neoliberalism and Globalization

Neoliberalism does not value multiculturalism. It instead includes a ‘skin-deep’ and 

often problematic view of different human identities in its cultural products. This phe-

nomenon, I argue, is the result of the neoliberal urge for ‘propagandistic globaliza-

tion.’ Neoliberalism has come to mean a variety of economic, social,  and political 

concepts. Moreover, different governments and economic actors shift the appearance 

of neoliberalism to fulfill their unique cultural and geographical requirements. How-

ever, the term and its discourse spin around the same pivot of “how the overall exer-

cise of political power can be modelled on the principles of a market economy.”26 As 

a political and economic worldview, neoliberalism facilitates the integration of mar-

ket-corporate  rationale  and  behavior  into  all  spheres  of  human  life.27 In  Wendy 

Brown’s words, it is “a governing rationality through which everything is “econo-

mized” and in a very specific way: human beings become market actors and nothing 

but, every field of activity is seen as a market, and every entity (whether public or pri-

vate, whether person, business, or state) is governed as a firm.”28 

A key aspect of neoliberalism is globalization. When the market economy becomes 

the ultimate goal of an idea, the borders should be removed in a purposeful manner so 

that the circulation of capital reaches its most expansive possible state. According to 

Brown, “neoliberalism as economic policy, a modality of governance, and an order of 

reason is at once a global phenomenon.”29 While the literal meaning of ‘globalization’ 

is “international integration,”30 it has been mainly applied to the economic sphere of 

international relationships as “trade liberalization and the freeing of cross-border fi-

nancial flows”31 and “the global free movement of goods, capital and elites.”32 Noam 

Chomsky calls this sense the “propagandistic meaning of globalization, which is used 
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and enforced by concentrated power, refers to a very specific form of international in-

tegration:  one […] which is  designed in the interests  of private  concentrations of 

power.”33 

In our neoliberal era, different policies and legal procedures have been accordingly 

designed to acknowledge global investors and strengthen capital’s power. Along with 

required  legal  measures,  a  “market  civilization”  emerged,  encompassing  “cultural 

mechanisms connected with consumerism, education,  leisure activity and the con-

struction of individualist identities.”34 In fact, the two wings of law and culture en-

abled globalization to fly freely over borders. Beneath the propagandistic globaliza-

tion and its subsequent construction of individual identities are layers of problematic 

and one-dimensional approaches to defining human beings and their identities. That is 

to say, the neoliberal structure of individual identity is biased with, and based upon, 

the privilege of a Western worldview. 

For one thing, globalization’s primary goal was the promise of better welfare for 

people of a specific background. As Michel Foucault discusses, globalization is for-

mulated on reaching a limitless enrichment of Europe “as a collective and unlimited 

enrichment,” according to which “the whole world is summoned around Europe.”35 It 

is no surprise, then, that the global “reconfiguration of capitalism” comes along with 

“the transmission and reproduction of deeply embedded social hierarchies and preju-

dices rooted in a past characterized by territorial concepts of belonging and notions of 

civilization that both generated and were generated by racial inequalities.”36 In other 

words, although propagandistic globalization symbolically passes across borders, it 

does not reject or dismiss the old capitalism’s hierarchies and prejudices but wraps 

them in a new, attractive cover suitable for its time. 

4_Neoliberal Multiculturalism 

The success of neoliberal globalization of the market depends on its acknowledgment 

of global agents.  Non-European bodies, which were previously considered nonhu-

man,37 should now integrate into the spectrum of accepted identities. The ‘controlled’ 

admission of race and ethnicity, thus, becomes a vital issue. At the heart of globaliza-

tion are the techniques of the political and economic elite to exploit the developing 

world’s practices of human agency. Several new governance strategies developed or 

were revived in the late twentieth century and beyond to fulfill this task. These tech-
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niques have generated new administrative domains through which new racialization 

mechanisms, based on older social divisions and human worth classifications, have 

been  both  expanded  and  regulated.  Multiculturalism has  been  one  of  those  tech-

niques. 

Multiculturalism “stands for a wide range of social articulations, ideals and prac-

tices.”38 Nevertheless, all different approaches to multiculturalism collectively “con-

cern the way in which cultural and ethnic differentiation may be accommodated in so-

cial,  political  and economic arrangements.”39 Multiculturalism can highlight issues 

such as immigration, support for cultural differences, managing diversity, and adding 

the spirit of tolerance to the public sphere.40 Although ‘multiculturalism’ is the charac-

teristic of most societies in that they naturally consist of diverse cultures, propagan-

dist globalization takes this premise a step forward “by making diversity a goal to be 

furthered by means of state policy.”41 This is  where neoliberal multiculturalism is 

born.

Neoliberal multiculturalism, along with the expansion of capitalism throughout the 

world, is also “a name for the signifying systems and cultural repertoires that produce 

and fix the meaning of human bodies and human groups within the biopolitics pro-

duced by neoliberal calculations entering into the governmentality of states and re-

gions.”42 This sense of neoliberal multiculturalism—classifying diversity based on ne-

oliberal  calculations—forms  many  cultural  manifestations,  including  multicultural 

emojis. The pursuit of multiculturalism in the neoliberal context has been accredited 

by claims of ‘neutrality’ between and ‘equality’ among human ethnicities. Neverthe-

less, the neoliberal formulation of multiculturalism is based on the untold acknowl-

edgment of a dominant race. 

5_The Codes

The physicality of the body is a fully digested reality for many of us—we eat, sleep,  

move, talk, and so on without thinking about these as bodily acts. The function of any 

body representational regime can be seen as turning these unconscious acts into con-

scious signs. Those cultural products are efforts to orient the mind and direct the body 

accordingly. In her expansion upon the concept of the ‘human body,’ Elizabeth Grosz 

argues, 

[b]y body I understand a concrete, material, animate organization of flesh, or-
gans, nerves, muscles, and skeletal structure which are given a unity, cohesive-
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ness, and organization only through their physical and social inscription as the 
surface and raw materials of an integrated and cohesive totality. The body is, so 
to  speak,  organically/biologically/naturally  ‘incomplete’;  it  is  indeterminate, 
amorphous, a series of uncoordinated potentialities which require social trigger-
ing, ordering, and long term ‘administration.’43

One way to bring this inevitably broken thing—the body—together is through rep-

resentational  codes.  Nevertheless,  no  representational  code  is  and  can  be  neutral. 

They cite specific meanings and evoke particular conceptions of the human body. 

This is why Nicholas Mirzoeff wonders “whether drawing the body, and observing it 

in art, can produce anything other than monsters of the imagination.”44 Multicultural 

emojis are no exception here: they use a range of representational codes to conjure di-

verse human bodies and identities. Two codes that will be discussed below are color 

categorization  and  the  Vitruvian  Man body template.  I  will  show why these  two 

codes, more than indicating the difference in identities and ethnicities, carry critical 

concepts that ultimately establish the superiority of the Caucasian body.

6_Color Categorization

The connection between ‘conventional’ colors attributed to different skins and diver-

sity representation is somehow taken for granted in most forms of media representa-

tion. Ethnic groups are often defined by, and people are often described as being, spe-

cific colors. The idea is seen as natural and neutral. Nonetheless, color categorization 

can be regarded as part of the neoliberal discourse in acknowledging global actors in 

which “the particularities of racial bodies are present empirically but often absent an-

alytically.”45 Classifying people based on color hardly offers any deep understanding 

of human beings, their history, and their story. It simplifies human ethnicities and 

traits by amplifying what is ‘empirically’ supposed to be their ‘color.’ Such a view, at 

its best, is a more carefully articulated version of the Jim Crow system of racial segre-

gation.46 

Despite the long-unchallenged falsification that “all humans naturally belong to 

one of a few biological types or races that evolved in isolation,”47 selecting specific 

physical  characteristics  as  signifiers  of  human  diversity  is  a  social  and  historical 

process.48 For instance, Donna Zuckerberg suggests that the image of the Greeks as 

shining examples of whiteness is zealously pushed and, in fact, highjacked by sec-

tions of the alt-right who regard themselves as successors to the supposed European 

warrior masculinity.49 In the same vein, Tim Whitmarsh proposes that “Greeks simply 
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didn’t think of the world as starkly divided along racial lines into black and white: 

that’s a strange aberration of the modern, Western world, a product of many different 

historical forces, but in particular the transatlantic slave trade and the cruder aspects 

of 19th-century racial  theory.”50 Far from being ‘natural,’ racial  categorization re-

volves  around  societal  power  distribution.  In  the  words  of  Gregory  Smithsimon, 

“[r]ace is a power relationship; racial categories are not about interesting cultural or 

physical differences, but about putting other people into groups in order to dominate, 

exploit and attack them.”51

This very “modern, western obsession with classification by pigmentation,”52 re-

gardless of its reactionary and conservative implications, is employed by the Uni-

code53 to display ‘diversity’: “Emoji characters can be modified to use one of five dif-

ferent skin tone modifiers. Each tone is based on the Fitzpatrick Scale.”54 The Fitz-

patrick scale was developed by Harvard medical pioneer Thomas B. Fitzpatrick in re-

sponse to an Australian investigation on skin burning conducted in 1972. Fitzpatrick 

solely paid attention to the complexion of white Australians, despite the country’s siz-

able Aboriginal population. Later, categories for skin tones with darker tones were 

added. 

Since  the  Fitzpatrick  scale  is  a  scientific  resource,  the  Unicode  Consortium 

adopted it in its diversity representation. It was a way for them to avoid probable con-

troversial consequences and achieve ‘technological neutrality.’ Nevertheless, it seems 

that the Fitzpatrick scale is not as neutral as the Unicode desires it to be. The Fitz-

patrick scale implies a ‘European-cultural’ centrality even in its sequential steps in 

representing skins (first, ‘whites,’ then ‘nonwhites’ as additives to ‘fix’ the problem). 

According to Fitzpatrick himself, the Fitzpatrick scale was created to “better classify 

persons with white skin in order to select the correct initial doses of ultraviolet.”55 It 

was not until later that the representation of other skins was incorporated into the 

main chart. Similar sequential order can be seen in emojis’ diversity representation: 

the core, the ‘white,’ was assumed as the default. Later, other ‘colors’ were added to 

propose a “technical fix”56 to a problem. 

This chronological order has implications in both medical and cultural contexts. 

For instance,  in a dermatological context, reports show that non-Caucasian people 

struggle to identify with the spectrum of colors provided by this scale.57 In a cultural 

context, as Stark and Crawford argue, the employment of the Fitzpatrick scale evokes 
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“hierarchies  of  gendered  and  racialized  authority  and  inequality.”58 Sweeney  and 

Whaley also discuss that “limited representations of non-white identities” and “re-

peating patterns of racism” shows that “emoji skin-tone modifiers are culturally pro-

duced around,  and interpreted  through,  sets  of  racial  logics  that  extend American 

technocultural beliefs.”59 Sweeney and Whaley use “technoculture” to address “the 

interconnected sets of ideologies that shape technology as both a material and semi-

otic cultural product.”60 The Fitzpatrick scale, thus, can reinforce racist ideologies that 

centralize ‘whiteness’ as the default race: the subconscious vehicle of “white-first/

black-last”61 that reincarnates the “back of the bus”62 policy. 

The relativity and inaccuracy of such scales are more apparent when one consid-

ers, perhaps with more attention, the infinite spectrum of skin colors. An exemplary 

work  in  this  respect  is  the  photo  series,  Humanæ,  by  the  Brazilian  photographer 

Angélica Dass. Her collection (Fig. 2), which started in 2012, can be seen as a chal-

lenge to the mental trend of quickly simplifying human beings as this and that ‘color.’ 

Dass takes an 11 by 11 pixel cutout from the subject’s face after snapping a picture of 

them and compares it to a Pantone color. The Pantone shade number is then put to the 

bottom, and the portrait is positioned on a background of that color. The artist ex-

plains her work as a “discussion platform on identity independent from factors such 

as nationality, origin, economic status, age or aesthetic standards.”63 

The work is an apparent confrontation with the concept of colored identity. The 

artist locates the viewer in front of multiple subjects and colors. In one sense, the di-

versity of colors is much more than what exists based on the media’s stereotypical de-

piction of ethnicities. The people featured in this collection cannot simply be put in 

black, brown, or white packages. From an even more meditative perspective, we can 

see that the color shades of the subjects’ skin is not wholly consistent with the colors 

extracted from it. This is where the relationship between color and identity becomes 

further destabilized. Brown, black and white turn into relative myths that,  at their 

best, contain an unstable rule regarding representation. Viewed from this angle, the 

series  can  be  positioned as  contrary  to  the  underlying perception of  multicultural 

emojis that package people and their identities in a limited spectrum of colors. 
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Fig. 2: Part of the project Humanæ, photograph taken by LOLAOMI at the exhibition in Va-
lencia, Spain, CC0, via Wikimedia Commons64

By using the color code, multicultural emojis stand at the intersection of ‘color-

blind’ and ‘color-bind’ in formulating the diversity of the human body. Multicultural 

emojis are an excellent example of how the racially driven mindset of neoliberalism 

pushes everyone to adhere to their so-called color and simultaneously pretends to cre-

ate a colorblind world in which racial anxieties play no role. The concept of ‘color-

bind’65 or  ‘color-boundness’66 highlights  “how  people’s  identities  are  imprisoned 

within the limited spectrum of color categories that have been generated by and dis-

tinguished from whiteness.”67 Color blindness, with the literal meaning of “not influ-

enced by differences of race,”68 has been seen as a “failure to deal straightforwardly 

with the pervasive practices of exclusion.”69 Colorblind rhetoric implies a “false pre-

maturely imagined community” in its “purity,” which is, indeed, “achieved through 

ignorance.”70

Emojis empower color-bind by, on the one hand, creating “cute modes of self-pre-

sentation”71 that attract users and, on the other hand, molding the ‘self’ and ‘identity’ 

into specific ‘color’ units. One has to find their own pigmentation among different op-

tions and represent themselves by that ‘natural’ reference. At the same time, emojis 

also pretend to be colorblind by putting forward an image of a perfect world—one in 

which all different colors are holding hands72. In colorblind racism, one can observe 

the declaration that “there are no real problems with racism in our society” and “chal-

lenges stem from individuals rather than our institutions and collective thinking and 
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behavior.”73 In the ideal  picture that  emojis  present,  the problem of race is  fixed. 

Coming from a different background is no longer an obstacle; everyone wins! Outside 

this ‘lovely’ frame, however, the story is different. Emojis’ idealism propagates a per-

fect image in users’ minds that render racial struggles an expired phenomenon. But 

this ideal image is based on the monotonous standards of a Western mentality. For ex-

ample, Western looks become a universal criterion. The natural features of the Cau-

casian hairstyle as well as style of clothing are imposed on the bodies of other races. 

In the end, we have an ideal image of a world in which people’s attitudes and appear-

ances do not go beyond the borders of Western Europe and North America. 

7_The Vitruvian Man Body Template

The neoliberal pallet of racial colors cannot be applied to any human body template. 

Its representational strategy requires a template rooted in a tradition of thought that 

shares the same doctrines and values. Every ‘body template’ is based on a specific 

conception of human beings and is not, and cannot be, void of a valuation system. 

Sometimes the projected body challenges the dominating discourse of the ‘harmoni-

cal’ or ‘perfect’ body. In other cases, the template conforms to the prevailing model of 

thought based on reaffirming the superiority of the people of a specific cultural and 

regional background. I suggest that the body template of multicultural emojis, with a 

touch of cuteness, follows a traditional western idealism of the human body. 

Discussing  the  iconography  of  the  ‘typical  body charts’ of  forensic  pathology, 

Joseph Pugliese suggests that “forensic body charts reproduce an unreflexive racism, 

even as these visual images strive to position themselves as scientifically ‘neutral’, 

‘objective’ and ‘universal’.”74 This ‘typical body template’ is based on Leonardo da 

Vinci’s Vitruvian Man whose “geometric grid establishes a type of matrix that disci-

plines the very contours of the human body and determines the normative dimensions 

and figurations of its features and its surfaces.”75 Looking at the issue through a Fou-

cauldian lens, it is arguable that such images operate as visual technologies in fulfill-

ing the ‘art of distribution’ of the dominant conceptions.76 

Many artists, notably the Greek sculptor Polyclitus (480 BC–420 BC.) and the Ro-

man architect Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (80 BC–15 BC.), have done comprehensive 

studies on the ‘ideal’ human proportions. Their accounts were followed by several at-

tempts to establish a canon of ratios for the human figure during the Middle Ages and 
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Renaissance. Da Vinci began a comprehensive human proportions analysis with en-

thusiasm and precision during 1489–90. He took several assessments to create a com-

plete correspondence system between all body regions, which he documented in a se-

ries of drawings. One of the primary sources for Da Vinci’s anatomical sketches was 

Vitruvius’s treatise,  De architectura.77 His sketches led to one of his most famous 

works establishing the ‘ideal’ proportion of the human body, the Vitruvian Man (Fig. 

3). In addition to da Vinci, other artists such as Cesare Cesariano (Fig. 4), Geoffroy 

Tory (Fig. 5), and Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa (Fig. 6) also followed Vitruvius’s De 

architectura and drew their own Vitruvian Man.

Fig. 2: Leonardo da Vinci’s The Vitruvian Man, public domain, via Wikimedia Commons78
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Fig. 3: Cesare Cesariano’s Vitruvian Man, public domain, via Wikimedia Commons79

Fig. 4: Screenshot of Geoffroy Tory’s Vitruvian Man80

Fig. 5: Screenshot of Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa’s Vitruvian Man81

To compare emoji bodies with these Vitruvian Man images, we must remember 

that emojis are cute images. Cute here refers to something “often, characterized by a 

big head, the lack of a nose or mouth, and large eyes to show emotion.”82 Cuteness 

can also be positioned with “freakishness and the grotesque.”83 Almost all emoji char-

acters can be considered as cute. Their big heads and large eyes represent them as 

vulnerable and elicit a tender response in the viewer. Emojis synthesize this cuteness 

with the sense of ‘symmetrical proportions’ that stem from the Vitruvian Man model. 

The use of precise proportions to make a symmetrical image has been further facili-

tated by digital calculations. This fact has led to a meticulously balanced sense of the 

human body in emojis, both in body parts (eyes, mouth, nose, hands, feet, hair) and 

the relation of those parts to the body. 
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Each emoji of the human body can be placed at the center of the Vitruvian Man’s 

circle and square without disturbing the harmonical ratios of the original image. To 

examine this proposition, I conducted a simple experiment. As I mentioned above, the 

face and head of the emojis are the central touch of cuteness in their design. I re-

moved this element. Then I placed images of emoji bodies over the Vitruvian Man 

body template without changing the emojis’ original ratios. The result can be seen in 

Fig. 7–10. What we see here indicates that similar proportions work in both sets of 

images. This, in turn, results in the propagation of a similar symmetrical sense regard-

ing the ‘proper’ proportions of the human body. In a nutshell,  the Vitruvian Man 

model and its balanced proportions are repeated and highlighted, times and again, 

through the images of emojis.

Fig. 6: An AR emoji placed over Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man 
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Fig. 7: A Bitmoji placed over Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa’s Vitruvian Man

Fig. 8: An emoji placed over Geoffroy Tory’s Vitruvian Man

Fig. 9: A Meta avatar placed over Cesare Cesariano’s Vitruvian Man 

Despite the Vitruvian man’s wide embracement as the depiction of the ‘ideal’ man, 

one can detect several problematic features embedded in the model. The Vitruvian 

man and his idealism are not and cannot be universal. Instead, it is “a singular Roman 

body modelled  as  universal  Man/Human.”84 The  model  prompts  a  colonial  “Cau-

casian body” that “supplies the normative ground against which to measure all other 

racial  ‘deviations.’”85 Considering  ‘blackface’ as  a  performance  of  wearing  dark 

makeup in a caricature of the appearance of a person of African origins, multicultural 
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emojis, with a Caucasian body as their backbone, form a silent ‘non-white-face’ per-

formance in the digital context, regardless of their usage. In other words, multicul-

tural emojis paint ‘color’ over a Caucasian male body template and caricature people 

of different origins. 

8_The Goal: The Picture of a Peaceful Inclusion

At first glance, emojis may seem like ‘just’ fun images that are helpful in the context 

of online communications. However, the way different ethnicities and identities are 

represented in this collection brings to mind the 20th century solution of Australia and 

Canada to the ‘aboriginal problem’: the assimilation policy. Since aboriginal people 

were not considered ‘of full blood,’ they were supposed to be gradually absorbed into 

the wider population, or to be more precise, the ‘whiter’ population. In the assimila-

tion path, the roots should be forgotten, and the body must appear and act in accor-

dance with the expectations of the dominant society. Over time, this blatant cruelty 

gave place to a policy suitable for our neoliberal time, which may seem charming at 

first glance, but its problematic roots remain strong: multiculturalism. 

In his contemplation on the definition of neoliberal multiculturalism, Will Kym-

licka argues that “the goal of neoliberal multiculturalism is not a tolerant national citi-

zen who is concerned for the disadvantaged in her own society but a cosmopolitan 

market actor who can compete effectively across state boundaries.”86 This way of see-

ing multiculturalism which can be called “democratic social cohesion,”87 focuses on 

how individuals interact rather than on their shared ideals or trust relationship. Diver-

sity and difference are not an asset in themselves but should be bridged. The ideal so-

ciety of this approach to multiculturalism stays limited to the principles of income 

distribution. Katharyne Mitchell expands upon this sense and suggests that being “a 

good citizen is no longer synonymous with constituting a well-rounded, nationally 

oriented, multicultural self, but rather about attainment of the ‘complex skills’ neces-

sary for individual success in the global economy.”88

For a neoliberal mindset,  ‘money’ is the regulator of everything. Diversity and 

multiculturalism are not different in that respect. They are welcome as long as they 

mean something in monetary terms. Thus, neoliberal multiculturalism focuses on not 

valuing but governing diversity as an effective means of competition in the global 

market. In Selling Diversity, Yasmeen Abu-Laban and Christina Gabriel argue that
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[t]his reading of diversity is also narrow insofar as it fails to problematize struc-
tural inequalities that exist between groups of people. In each of the policy areas
—immigration,  multiculturalism,  and employment  equity—the  focus  on  eco-
nomic rationalism has rendered a profoundly narrow vision of diversity, which is 
basically a selling-out of an agenda on pursuing substantive equality for those 
marginalized by race/ethnicity, gender, and class.89 

In the same vein, Kymlicka points out, “[n]eoliberal multiculturalism […] silences 

debates on economic redistribution, racial inequality, unemployment, economic re-

structuring, and labor rights.”90 Multicultural emojis can precisely be comprehended 

via this way of looking at diversity: an affirmation of commercial linkages and silenc-

ing any inequality debate. The presence of ‘colored’ and ‘white’ emojis together gives 

a view of the perfect world of equality and peacefulness. This image of togetherness 

functions as a ‘shop-window show’ of color categories, ideal bodies, and racial si-

lence that neither challenges nor allows pondering neoliberalism’s structural premises 

and promises. 

Discussing pornographic photographs, Roland Barthes suggests, “[t]he Photograph 

is unary when it emphatically transforms ‘reality’ without doubling it, without making 

it vacillate (emphasis is a power of cohesion): no duality, no indirection, no distur-

bance […] like a shop window which shows only one illuminated piece of jewelry.”91 

Ashley La Grange adds to this  account that “these are banal photographs and are 

tightly composed.”92 Whether or not we agree with this account about pornographic 

photos, the ‘shop window’ argument seems merited regarding multicultural emojis. 

Are they not images that disturb no profound premise of neoliberalism and ask no real 

question about or of the—supposedly—represented people? Are they not tightly com-

posed to transform a mainstream reading of diversity without doubling it? 

9_Conclusion

Neoliberal racism is  a difficult  concept  to deal  with.  In terms of appearance,  this 

racism is not in line with the conspicuous historical ones: a group does not capture 

others with whips and handcuffs and does not force them to put their labor at their 

service. However, it governs the population by modeling them on patterns that reaf-

firm white supremacism. In his reflection on neoliberal racism, Joshua Inwood argues 

that “[o]ne of the things that makes neoliberal racism so difficult to confront is that it  

takes the overt white supremacy of previous generations and repackages it in a lan-

guage and context that offer ‘plausible deniability’ to those who profit from it.”93 This 
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paper viewed multicultural emojis through the same lens: a neoliberal manifestation 

of diversity that has repackaged white supremacist codes, namely color categoriza-

tion, and the Vitruvian Man body template. Although those codes are supposed to rep-

resent diversity in emojis, they are rooted in a monocultural nature. 

There is a general inclination to frame media technologies “as certain vehicles for 

universal transformation […] as a simple, taken for granted given.”94 In the words of 

Thomas Streeter, “creation-from-nowhere assumptions” accompany media technolo-

gies and form “structures of understanding that are systematically blind to the collec-

tive  and  historical  conditions  underlying  new  ideas,  new  technologies,  and  new 

wealth.”95 Multicultural emojis are no exception here. As one member of Unicode’s 

Symbols committee reasons, “[e]mojis are just a set of symbols proposed for encod-

ing and have to be judged as just that.”96 In the big picture, nothing is just a sign. 

There is no ‘neutral’ symbol, and any image, sign, and cultural manifestation could 

always be subject to scrutiny. But even more specifically, concerning emojis, it is the 

Unicode that deeply desires “universality.”97 Almost no day goes by without an article 

about the ‘universality’ of this ‘visual language.’ Thus, it seems entirely justified to 

investigate how a supposedly universal set of images employ visual codes to manifest 

their global tendencies. 

I adopted a Foucauldian lens to explore how emojis design the ‘universal’ human 

body and define what it means to be a global subject in our neoliberal time. In the 

field of emoji literature, this article is a continuation of efforts that analyze the neolib-

eral layers embedded in emoji images from a discursive perspective. This article un-

dertook the task of unfolding the meanings of two visual codes in multicultural emo-

jis  that  may seem ordinary and given:  color  classification and the Vitruvian Man 

model. Attributing color to identity is one of the remnants of the Atlantic slavery era 

(ca. 1526–ca. 1867). This trait was later reincarnated in the Jim Crow era (ca. 1877–

ca. 1950) of U.S.-American society through laws that enforced adherence to color as 

a primary factor of identity. By bounding human and ethnic identity to a limited range 

of colors, emojis call users to a stereotypical understanding and expression of identity.

On the other hand, emojis give an imaginary ideal picture of a world in which col-

ors (ethnicities) are completely accepted and welcome. This way, emojis strengthen 

the neoliberal rationale based on which the racial struggles are eliminated from macro 

structures, and whatever challenge is left is up to individual strive. Furthermore, emo-
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jis propagate a traditional European sense of human body proportions which rely on 

the Vitruvian Man as design template for their final images. I examined this proposi-

tion by placing the images of emojis over the Vitruvian Man body templates. The re-

sults showed that without changing the body ratios of the emojis, they are clearly in 

harmony with the Vitruvian Man body templates. This manifests that emojis cultivate 

the same symmetrical sense and ideal proportions boosted by the Vitruvian Man pat-

tern. 

To conclude this article, we can think of some further questions. The first question 

can be asked about identity representation in emojis. Is it possible for a limited num-

ber of company representatives or any other group to determine the identity represen-

tation of the whole world? Is representing diverse identities in a set of images possi-

ble at all? What could be the solution here, if any? Are multicultural emojis the best 

existing option to represent diversity? Also, we can think about the claims of emojis’ 

universality: are emojis a set of universal symbols? Which parts of the world are in-

cluded in this ‘global’ when emojis are considered a universal language? Which hu-

man, identity,  geographical origin,  and culture are we talking about when we call 

emojis global symbols?

Marcel Danesi argues that “the emoji code might well be the universal language 

that  can help solve problems of comprehension that international communications 

have always involved in the past.”98 Even if we take this proposition for granted, we 

may ask about the nature of the solution that emojis bring forth: do they offer a multi-

cultural solution, or are they a monocultural umbrella arched over all global subjects? 

And how could their usage yield different from other visual objects in ‘international’ 

communications? Perhaps, even thinking about seemingly apparent terms like ‘uni-

versal,’ we must remind ourselves that we deal with not one but several different ‘uni-

versals.’
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